
Linkage Analysis vs Association Analysis  

Linkage studies are used when you have pedigrees of related individuals. Meanwhile the traits 

(phenotype) perform in some but not all of the family members. Thus, all the members 

including parents and children, no matter that wether they do or do not perform the phenotype, 

they have the same alleles. Linkage studies are always used for penetrant phenotypes. (If you 

have the allele, you have a strong probability of performing the phenotype.) They can identify 

rare alleles that are present in small numbers of families, usually due to a founder 

mutation.Linkage is how we find a mutation associated with a trait(disease). Association 

studies are used when pedigrees are not available(Not necessarily); Statistical test is a logistic 

regression or a related test to determine the trends. It is always used when the phenotype is less 

penetrate. Association studies are how we find common, low penetrance alleles (mutation) that 

increase susceptibility of a disease.  

 

"Linkage is actually looking at physical segments of the genome that are associated with given 

traits. Association studies go from the other direction, saying, ‘given different  

pieces of the genome, can we then look for different traits that are associated with those 



different segments of genome?’ So we know that individuals don’t have the same genetic 

makeup. They have the same DNA, but the DNA has different sequences or is expressed 

differently, and that’s what causes differences among different individuals. So the question is 

that if we have a trait, particularly a disease trait, can we find and associate that with 

differences among individuals in the population? So a linkage study is just saying, ‘can we say 

that there is an association between pieces of the DNA and a trait of interest?’ Association 

studies are saying, ‘what are the differences we see?' in order to find differences in the traits, 

particularly disease traits, among different individuals." —Professor Allen Moore  


